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US Economy : Resilience Continues
• Retail sales have had a resilient start to the year, at least at first glance. Sales increased 0.3% in February on the heels of a sharp upward
revision to January's already-solid gain. Gasoline stations saw the highest monthly increase, while bars and restaurants followed with a
2.5% rise. On the flip side, consumers cut back on online spending and other discretionary goods such as electronics and furniture. Since
retail sales are reported nominally, meaning they are not adjusted for inflation, recent headline gains should be taken with a grain of salt.

• The Conference Board's Leading Economic Index for February rose 0.3% m/m, following January's negatively-revised 0.5% decrease. The
Leading Economic Index rebounded from the first negative m/m reading since February 2021,on account of positive contributions from
jobless claims, average workweek, the interest rate spread and ISM new orders, which more than offset negative reads on consumer
expectations and building permits.

• NAHB Housing Market Index (HMI) fell two points to 79 in March, the third consecutive monthly drop. Existing home sales fell 7.2% m/m
in February to an annual rate of 6.0 million units, versus expectations of 6.1 million units, while January's figure was adjusted slightly
lower to 6.49 million. The median existing home price was up 15.0% from a year ago to $357,300, marking the 120th straight month of
y/y gains as prices grew in each region
• Industrial production increased 0.5% in February, as incremental improvements in supply chains provided some room for manufacturers
to work on backlogged orders. Manufacturing output rose 1.2%, the largest monthly increase since October 2021

US Equity markets : Strength by Default
• While fighting continued in Ukraine, investor sentiment was buoyed during the week by continued negotiations to end the conflict.
• The Equity markets posted one of their best weeks since November 2020 -Gains were widespread across the major indexes, with the
tech-heavy Nasdaq Composite staging the biggest rally.

•

The markets remained supported by multiple factors, including falling oil prices, news that Russia had avoided defaulting on its
sovereign debt, and they seemed satisfied with the Fed’s approach and rallied following the meeting.

• The markets took its cue from Powell’s suggestion the US economy can withstand a barrage of rate increases this year without negatively
impacting growth. Fed intends to shift the stance of monetary policy from accommodative to neutral and then to slightly restrictive

before the end of next year, another sign that it intends to move at a fast pace to address inflation.
•

More than Fed , there is a case for global churning of this portfolio mix and hence the equities stay well bid –Signs of stagflation
worries are evident in rates markets. The 10-year U.S. breakeven inflation rate, a gauge of inflation expectations, has reached its highest
level since the 1990s

•

Rising stagflation risks in the U.S. and Europe are raising the possibility of a “lost decade” for the 60/40 portfolio mix of stocks and
bonds, historically seen as a reliable investing choice for those with moderate risk appetites. Since the start of 2022, 60/40 portfolios in
the U.S. and Europe are down more than 10% in real terms .

Fed : What is in store ?
•

With an exceptionally tight labor market, inflation at a 40-year-high and Russia's
invasion of Ukraine adding further pressure to supply chains and price growth, Fed
officials are signaling greater concern about price stability.

•

Rising inflation has chipped away at consumers' purchasing power, weighing on
consumer sentiment and forcing tougher spending decisions.

•

As was widely expected, FOMC decided to raise rates by 25 bps at its meeting on
March 16.

•

The marked upward shift in the so-called "dot plot" indicates that most members
believe that a more aggressive pace of monetary tightening will be appropriate
this year than they did just a few months ago.

•

The last time the dot plot was released in December 2021, the median FOMC
forecaster thought that 75 bps of rate hikes would be appropriate in 2022. The dot

plot that was published last week showed that the median forecaster now thinks
that 175 bps of rate hikes will be appropriate over the course of the year.
•

Although there are many combinations that could produce that amount of
tightening, the committee would need to hike rates at each of the remaining six
meetings of 2022 if it continues to proceed in 25-bp increments

US markets : No fear of FED
• Looking at the five tightening cycles since 1985, stocks have historically
experienced some weakness around the first interest rate hike but generally
maintained their upward trajectory six months and a year out
• The combination of still-robust but slowing growth and Fed rate hikes likely
means higher volatility and lower returns. However, the expansion to continue
over the next two years, supporting equities while the market eventually
transitions to the late-cycle stage.
•

On the fixed-income side, yields on cash will rise but are not likely (at least
initially) to move in tandem with the Fed rate increases. Banks are flush with
deposits and have little incentive to raise the interest they pay until loan growth
picks up more meaningfully. Mortgage rates, which are more closely tied to the
10-year Treasury, will also probably move higher, likely cooling housing market.

• Finally, rising yields may continue to challenge bond returns, but these
investments to play an important part, acting as a portfolio stabilizer during
times of equity market volatility. With spreads widening but remaining at healthy
levels, investment-grade bonds within the fixed-income bucket of portfolios
should be favoured

Stocks have historically experienced some weakness around the
first interest rate hike but generally maintained their upward
trajectory six months and a year out

Germany in Technical Recession
• Germany’s ZEW expectations index plummeted in March. The index staged its sharpest monthly drop since the start of the series, falling to -39.3,
down from +54.3 in February. The current conditions index declined as well, falling to -21.4 from -8.1.
•

The levels of the two ZEW indexes combined signal a contraction in GDP. Given that Germany’s GDP declined in 2021Q4 this would imply that the
country moved into a technical recession in 2022Q1.

• While the end of Omicron-related lockdown measures have lifted economic activity during Q1, this positive effect seems to have been more than

outweighed by the start of the Ukraine-Russia conflict.
•

Within the group of biggest eurozone countries, Germany is the most dependent on gas supplies from Russia, with around 65% of all Germany’s
gas imports coming from Russia, making the country highly vulnerable to disruptions in gas supply.

• On top of that, the industrial sector is suffering from supply disruptions and price rises of other commodities that are essential inputs in Germany’s
(car) industry, such as palladium, nickel and iron ore. Indeed, the details of the ZEW report show that expectations for the car industry, the
chemicals and pharmaceuticals industries and mechanical engineering dropped the most.
•

A contraction in GDP in Q1 was also signaled by the Bundesbank’s Weekly activity index, that suggested that GDP declined in the last thirteen

weeks up to 13 March. We have penciled in -0.2% qoq, following -0.3% in 2021Q4

UK : Dovish Turn
• Bank of England opted to lift interest rates another 25 bps and take its main policy rate to 0.75%.
•

While the decision to raise rates was largely expected, the details surrounding the decision were a bit of a surprise.

•

The BoE's accompanying statement was interpreted as relatively dovish as policymakers did not seem as committed to raising interest rates much
further. Evidence included many BoE members not voting for a 50-bp rate hike, a change from prior meetings where 50-bp hikes were strongly
considered.

• BoE is still likely to raise interest rates another 25 bps at its next meeting in May; however, beyond May, the path for monetary policy is less
certain after this week's meeting.
• The BoE's less-hawkish tone seems to suggest U.K. policymakers may be more concerned about growth prospects rather than elevated inflation.
Should growth be top of mind rather than containing inflation, BoE voting members could maintain this less-hawkish stance.
• Financial markets are still priced for policy rates to rise around 150 bps in the next 12 months.
•

Should the BoE continue with less-hawkish actions, financial markets could reprice interest rates, which could place depreciation pressure on the
British pound.

China Macro: Strong data, rising headwinds
• China’s ‘monthly’ activity data were published: due to the Lunar New Year period, January and February data were combined.
• The numbers came in much stronger than expected, in contrast to the recent downward pressure on Chinese stock markets.
• Industrial production rose by 7.5% yoy in Jan/Feb combined (consensus: 4.0%, Dec-21: 4.3%), with high-tech manufacturing one of the key drivers.
• Retail sales grew by 6.7% yoy in nominal terms (consensus: 3.0%, Dec-21: 1.7%), with the consumption of both goods (including cars) and services
(including catering) showing a strong rebound. Fixed investment in urban areas accelerated to 12.2% yoy ytd (consensus: 5.0%, 2021: 4.9%), with

infrastructure investment profiting from fiscal stimulus and property investment showing a rebound.
•

Despite the pick-up in activity, the unemployment rate in urban areas rose to an eleven month high of 5.5%, driven by pandemic-related
disturbances. The strong January/February data show that the targeted easing of monetary and fiscal support has started to filter through. That said,
drags are intensifying, as the Ukraine conflict will weigh on global growth and add to inflationary pressures, while a flare-up of Omicron cases is causing
renewed local lockdowns including in large cities such as tech hub Shenzhen with 17.5m inhabitants.

• All in all, Beijing to continue with piecemeal easing of monetary and fiscal policy, as well as a cautious relaxation of macroprudential standards including
for real estate. Despite this ongoing policy support, reaching this year’s growth target of 5.5% – as announced during the annual National People’s

Congress last week – may prove quite ambitious.

China – Russia Angle
• There have been a lot of questions on what role China might play in the drama unfolding in Ukraine
• Putin paid a call on Xi at the opening of the Winter Olympic games in Beijing; afterwards, Xi proclaimed that the
relationship between the two countries has “no limits.” In reality, though, it does.

• China is focused foremost on its own interests, and cognizant of the downside of providing Moscow with too firm an
embrace. Beijing has seen the effect that official and private-sector sanctions have had on the Russian economy, and
are anxious to avoid a similar fate.

• Reports indicate that Russian requests for materiel from China have been rebuffed.
• China is already dealing with a long list of economic challenges that include new COVID-19 lockdowns, a faltering
property sector, and very high inflation.

• There is no room on the policy agenda for assisting Russia during its time of trial. In fact, some report that China may
be positioning itself to act as a peacemaker, which might win approval from both sides. Up to now, China is playing
the situation masterfully.

EM : Brazil : Outlier or Precursor ?
• History shows that what happens in Brazil happens in rest fo the emerging
markets with a lag . So there is a perceptible risk of EM scare
• In the emerging markets, the Brazilian Central Bank (BCB) was front and center.
•

BCB policymakers have been one of the most hawkish in the world, not just in
the emerging markets, and last week's decision reinforced that hawkish stance.

• BCB policymakers opted to lift the Selic Rate 100 bps and take the main policy
rate to 11.75%.
• The 100-bp hike was a slowdown from prior meetings; however, the BCB
committed to raising interest rates another 100 bps at the next meeting in May.
• In addition, the accompanying statement referenced inflationary pressures as a

result of elevated commodity prices, and indicated that it stands ready to adjust
policy settings more aggressively should inflation rise more than expected.
• The markets are less convinced policy rates will move higher than 12.75% -BCB
tightening cycle will end in May, which for the time being, is an out-of-consensus

view

India Bond market :Optical Illusion
•

The conventional determinants for Fixed Income markets – viz. Inflation – domestic or global , Govt
borrowing programme, Oil Prices , Fiscal support for the economy – are now seen as obsolete and
irrelevant as the overwhelming influence of Central bank continues to hold sway.

•

The discomfort of the broader markets with this Optically illusory equilibrium –with the exchange
rate as well as interest rate - is discernible but may well continue as the Central bank has Reserves
to combat exchange rate volatility and liquidity creation as an ammunition to address the spikes in
domestic rates . History is replete with evidence of Asset price bubbles causing longer term impact
on the economy in such cases .

•

Government bond prices ended higher in the week. The yield on the 10-year benchmark 6.54% 2032
settled at 6.78% on March 17, 2022, compared with 6.86% on March 11, 2022.

•

The gross foreign direct investment into India was at $8.91 bln in January, almost twice the $4.55 bln
received in the year-ago period

•

India’s CPI-based inflation came in at 6.07% in February, compared with 6.01% in January. India’s
WPI-based inflation accelerated 13.11% on-year in February compared with a 12.96% rise in January,
owing to a rise in the prices of crude oil and non-food items.

•

India's trade deficit widened to $20.88 billion in February. Exports rose 25.1% to $34.57 billion, while
imports surged 36% to $55.45 billion

•

During the week, the RBI conducted variable-rate reverse repo auction for a total notified amount of
Rs 2 lakh crore, against which it received offers amounting to Rs 57,120 crore.

Indian equity markets : In tandem with the global Undercurrent
• Indian equity indices extended gains for the second straight week
as it is the global risk undertone that has more relevance than the
continuing concerns over domestic macros.
• The upmove also broadly reflects the confidence reposed by the

markets in the ability of RBI to shield the economy from the spill
overs from the global inflation . Hence the markets are attuned
to seeing only positives
• Now with Thursday’s spectacular move, bulls have conquered the
sturdy wall of 16800 – 17000, which now should act as an
immediate support for the index.
• On the flipside, 17500 followed by 17650 are the next levels to

watch out for.

